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A day in the life of a 
Radiation Therapy Patient

Brandon Crow B.S.R.T.(R)(T) 

Special Guest:  Susan Lumsden

Not a real RT I guess…

What we will cover…
Presentation & Diagnosis

Consultation

Simulation

Planning

Treatment

Follow-up

Presentation

What do they notice that brings them to the doctor?
Persistent Cough
Unusual lump
Sore throat/changes in voice
Bleeding
Bowel and bladder irregularities
Getting a dog—”Whaaaat?”

You name it…I’ve heard it all, but probably not (I hear new ones all the time)

Diagnosis

Imaging- Mammography, x-ray, PET scan

Biopsy

Family history
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Consultation

Treatment options-Surgery, Chemo, Radiation, combinations of these

Benefits & Risks of treatment/ Outcomes and side effects

Benefits & Risks of NOT getting treatment

Explanation of the treatment process

Studies??

Simulation

What is it?

Simulation
Immobilization & isolate area to be treated
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Simulation Planning
Contouring (drawing volumes)

Planning
Applying beams to the target

Planning

Planning is completed by the dosimetrist

Beams are applied to the CT scan acquired at the simulation

Plan must be approved by Radiation Oncologist

Patient does not need to do anything for this time frame 1hr- 2 weeks
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Treatment Treatment

SBRT-Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy

-Less common type of treatment
-Higher dose delivered in fewer fractions 
-More sophisticated imaging and immobilization
-Use of compression makes target volume smaller
-Can spare more healthy tissue

Deep Inspiration Breath Hold

Utilized while treating the Left Breast

Treatment Beam is only delivered while breath is held

The deep breath moves the heart away from the treatment beam
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Special Considerations for 
Treatment

-skin care

-bowel and bladder prep for treatment

-anti-anxiety/pain meds

-wounds and dressings

Some Side effects of Radiation

Radiation side effects are site specific with one exception- Fatigue

Fatigue-nearly all patients can experience this

Hair loss

Sore throat/loss of taste and appetite

Erythema

Dry and Moist Desquamation (Burns)

Why Radiation?

Curative treatment--Shrink and/or eliminate cancerous tumors

Used if someone is not a good surgical candidate

Used when preserving an organ is desired

Some types of cancers are more radiosensitive

Palliative-Pain relief for metastatic disease

Less commonly used for non malignant (benign) conditions

-heterotopic ossification, keloid scar, graves disease, gynecomastia

Tumors of the brain-blood brain barrier does not stop radiation

Why Not Radiation?

Sometimes Radiation isn’t the first choice

Tumor too large-this causes too much healthy tissue to be irradiated

Prior irradiation-dose limit reached

Some cancers that have reached many parts of the body

Radioresistant tumors-osteo sarcoma, fibrosarcoma, liposarcoma, myosarcoma, glioma
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Follow-up

-Occurs 1 to 2 months after Radiation Therapy

-Radiation “continues to work” after treatments are complete

-Sometimes a diagnostic CT or PET is performed

-Draw new PSA

-Have symptoms subsided

Resources

• Larson, G Front Porch Forecasters, April 1991

• https://cancer.stonybrookmedicine.edu/diagnosis-
treatment/radiation-oncology/treatment-technology/respiratory-
gating

• https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/jmrs.96

Special Guest
Susan Lumsden

*actual patient


